SECRETARY-PARLIAMENTARIAN
REPORT TO THE RIVERSIDE DIVISION

May 25, 2000

To be received and placed on file:

2000-2001 Election Report

1. RIVERSIDE DIVISION

Chair of the Riverside Division -- 2 year term

Results of the April 25, 2000 balloting are as follows:

631 ballots mailed; 239 ballots returned; 5 invalid; 234 counted

D. B. Kronenfeld (Anthropology)  98 votes
I. W. Sherman (Biology)  136 votes Elected Chair

Vice Chair of the Riverside Division -- 1 year term

Single nomination received for R. L. Heath (Botany & Plant Sciences)

Representative to the Assembly -- 2 year term

Single nomination received for H. E. Johnson (AGSM)

2. COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

One member - Chemical Engineering -- 2 year term

Single nomination received for Y. Yan

One member - Electrical Engineering -- 2 year term

Single nomination received for G. Beni

One member - Mechanical Engineering -- 2 year term

Single nomination received for G. Xu

3. COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES, ARTS, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Two members, Committee on Committees -- 3 year term

Single nomination received for G. A. Dymski (Economics)
Single nomination received for G. C. Warnke (Philosophy)

Three Members, Executive Committee chosen from among the departments of
Anthropology, Economics, Ethnic Studies, Political Science,
Psychology, & Sociology -- 2 year term

Single nominations received for:

A. Arrizon (Ethnic Studies)
M. Ishii-Kuntz (Sociology)
D. H. Fairris (Economics)

Two Members, Executive Committee chosen from degree-granting non-department programs (Administrative Studies, Asian Studies, Classical Studies, CHA&SS Interdisciplinary Studies, Human Development, Latin-American Studies, Law & Society, Liberal Studies, Linguistics, Psychobiology, & Social Relations -- 2 year term

Single nominations received for:

J. P. Brennan (History)
L. Raphals (Comp. Lit. & For. Lang.)

4. COLLEGE OF NATURAL AND AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

Chairman of the Faculty -- 2 year term

Single nomination received for D. M. Crohn (Environmental Sciences)

One member, Committee on Committees -- 3 year terms

Single nomination received for A. R. Stralka (Mathematics)

One member, Executive Committee from Biology -- 3 year term

Single nomination received for D. N. Reznick

One member, Executive Committee from Chemistry -- 3 year term

No nominations received

One member, Executive Committee from Nematology -- 3 year term

No nominations received

One member, Executive Committee from Neuroscience -- 3 year term

Single nomination received for A. J. Grosovsky

One member, Executive Committee from Environmental Sciences -- 3 year term

Single nomination received for K. A Schwabe
5. SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

One member, Executive Committee -- 2 year term

Single nomination received for B. Reilly

One member, Executive Committee -- 1 year unexpired term

Single nomination received for S. A. Duffy

6. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

One member, Executive Committee -- 2 year term

election to be held by caucus

One member, Executive Committee -- 2 year term

election to be held by caucus

L. Wright, Secretary-Parliamentarian
Riverside Division of the Academic Senate